Zoom Meeting Preparation
● Please make sure your phone or computer is muted to minimize background noise.
○ To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Mute.”
● Please make sure you have turned off your camera to save bandwidth and prevent any connectivity
issues.
○ To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Stop Video.”
● Please submit questions during the presentation in the “Chat” function located on the bottom of your
screen.
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LDOE Monthly Call for
Local Charter Authorizers

March 10, 2021

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•

LDOE Charter Team Structure
Charter Office Philosophy
LDOE Charter School Communications Plan
COMPASS/CIS Information and Supports- Ms. Leanna Toups
Purpose and Focus of Upcoming BESE Charter Calls
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LDOE Charter Team Structure
•
•

•

Deputy Assistant Superintendent
(2) Educational Program Consultants
• Portfolio of Charter Schools to Support and Monitor
Accountability re: CSPC and BESE Policy
*Executive Director of Portfolio Policy and Authorization
• Charter Authorization
• Charter Policy Updates
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Charter Office Philosophy
•

“When our charter schools win, we win! When our charter
schools fail, we take the loss along side them.”

•

Very fine balance of support and accountability

•

“See it, Say it, Fix it” approach
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LDOE Charter Communications Plan
•

Purpose: Streamline communication between LDOE teams, charter schools and
their authorizers.

•

General Premise: Each charter authorizer (BESE or local district) maintains the
oversight for the type(s) of charter schools and must be an integral part of an
effective communications strategy.

3 Step Process:
• LDOE will reach out directly to the charter school using the contact information provided to
LDOE. We will ensure that we copy the contact person identified as the charter authorizer.

•

If the charter school is non-responsive, LDOE will directly contact the person identified as
the charter authorizer for that school to gain their support in ensuring the charter school is
responsive.

•

If the charter school and/or charter authorizer is still non-responsive, a formal notification
will be sent to the charter authorizer regarding the non-responsiveness.
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LDOE Charter Communications Plan cont’d.
 Charter Newsletter
• Newsletter will take on a more streamlined approach to
•
•

disseminating information
Broken up with information and updates specific for locallyauthorized charter schools and BESE authorized charter schools.
Will not have repetitive information from the general LDOE
newsletter; Please read those as well for general updates
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COMPASS/CIS Data
Requirements for
Charter Schools
Ms. Leanna Toups

Compass vs. Compass Rubric vs.
Compass Information System (CIS)
Compass
The entire system of
evaluation

Compass Rubric
The name of the rubric
used by the majority
of school districts for
evaluation of
professional practice

Compass Information
System (CIS)
The IT system: CIS is
the required
system(system of
record) to enter both
professional practice
scores and student
outcome scores
(evaluation scores)
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Bulletin 130
•

Bulletin 130 outlines the regulations for the evaluation and assessment of
school personnel.

•

Charters are beholden to the standards of effectiveness and reporting in
CIS.
•
•

Please note the sections of Bulletin 130 that apply to Charters:
§301, §303, §305, §307, §309, §325, §329, §701
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Evaluation and Certification
Evaluation

System of Record (CIS)

Certification
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Professional Practice Rubrics
•

•

The Compass Rubric is the state approved professional practice rubric.
Teacher, Leader, Counselor, Content Leader, and Mentor Teacher rubrics
are also available in the Compass Library.

•

Pre-approved alternative evaluation rubrics include CLASS and NIET
rubrics. These rubrics do not require the submission of a rubric waiver
form, however do require an accurate conversion to a 4.0 scale before
the observation scores can be entered into CIS.
•

In regards to blending learning formats 2020-2021 may require, it has
been determined that these rubrics are independent of delivery format.
•
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Professional Practice Scores and
Alternate Rubric Waivers
•

•

•

School systems and charter organizations/schools choosing to use
alternative evaluation rubrics as professional practice rubrics for the
2020-2021 school year must email a completed Alternative Rubric Waiver
Form and the rubric to Compass@la.gov.
This means that if a school system or school is using a rubric to evaluate
teachers, counselors, leaders, and librarians other than the LDOE rubrics,
they must seek approval from the Department for use. All submissions
must be on a 4 point scale and demonstrate equivalency to the Compass
Rubric domains.
A dedicated team will review the submission for alignment to the
components and domains outlined in the LDOE rubrics.
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Professional Practice Scores 2020-2021 Only
•

Bulletin 130 requires teachers and
administrators be observed twice per year.

•

In October 2020, BESE approved, for the
2020-2021 academic year only, an update
which requires one observation for the
2020-2021 academic year for those who
earn a rating of “Highly Effective” or
“Effective: Proficient” rating on the first
observation.
Any teacher or administrator who earns an
observation rating of Ineffective or
Effective: Emerging will be observed a
second time.

•

Effectiveness
Rating

Composite Score
Range

Ineffective

x < 1.5

Effective: Emerging

1.5≤ x <2.5

Effective:
Proficient

2.5≤ x <3.5

Highly Effective

3.5 ≤ x
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Entering 2020-2021 Professional Practice Scores
Into CIS
For the 2020-2021 school year only, the employees earning “Highly
Effective” or “Effective: Proficient” on the first observation do not
require a second observation, therefore the final evaluation score will be
entered into CIS twice.
Example:
Ms. Smith earns a 3.85 on her first observation, which correlates to
“Highly Effective.” Her 3.85 score will then be entered into CIS twice. This
will ensure an average score of 3.85.
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CIS Data and Year End Close Out 2020-2021 Only
•

•

•

CIS is the system of record evaluation data.
At this time, please assure the following tasks are completed in CIS.
• Updated rosters to reflect only 2020-2021 educators
• Assigned evaluators to each educator
• Assigned SLTs to each educator
Ideally by end of school year and at latest end of August, all sites must
complete the following tasks in CIS:
• Both SLT scores are entered for leaders and teachers
• Both professional practice scores are entered for leaders and
teachers
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CIS Data and Year End Close Out
Compass Activity
Rate and Record SLT
Scores
Conduct Observations
and Enter Scores into
CIS
Enter 2020-2021
Teacher Evaluation
Ratings and Final
SLT scores in CIS

Action Required

Time Span
Ongoing

Beginning of School
Year

1/4/2021

6/21/2021

Monitor SLT growth
and Record in CIS

6/21/2021

Monitor Observation
Progress and Enter
Scores into CIS
(ongoing)

9/1/2021

Final Evaluations:
•Monitor completion
•Ensure evaluatees
have signed off on
evaluations
•Enter final scores
into CIS
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Final 2020-2021 Evaluation Scores Posted in CIS
•
•
•
•

A full timeline of the CIS entry process has been posted to the Compass
Library.
Data will be available in CIS when the evaluation window has been
completed.
No VAM data will be available as statewide testing was suspended due to
COVID-19 school closures.
For teacher evaluations using VAM at least two consecutive years of
statewide testing are needed to calculate student growth in the ValueAdded Model.
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Compass Resources
•

The Department has outlined the measures BESE approved in an
update to the Rater Reliability Compass Evaluator Training.

•

The Department also hosted an Office Hours recently specific to
SLTs. You can find the slides on our website. The recording of the
Office Hours is also in the Compass Library.

•

Additionally, the Department recently updated the SLT
Assessment Identification Guide and several goal-setting toolkits:

•

Combination schools

•

High schools

•

K-8 schools
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Rater Reliability Compass Evaluator Training
•

The Rater Reliability Compass Evaluator Training required for all
evaluators to renew annually will be available in July as a self-guided
virtual training. More information will be shared in future newsletters
concerning the training.

This training:
•

can be completed at the convenience of the evaluator;

•

should be completed per policy prior to any formal evaluations;

•

is for both new and returning evaluators; and

•

and takes into account a blended learning format.
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Any Questions?

